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“Their Own SEAL Team 6” 

for $500, Alex 

 

“What does…what does every boss want?” 

“That is correct!” Other acceptable answers: 

their own Super Bowl champions. Their own World 

Series champions. Their own NBA and WNBA 

champions. Their own World Cup champions. 

Their own NHL champions. Their own Olympic 

Gold Medalists. (WrestleMania tag teams don’t 

count because, well, because they’re fake.) 
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What do all the above have in common? The 

same thing every boss wants from their team.  

 

1. Believe in their cause. 

2. Want to pay the price to achieve their 

goals. 

3. Have faith in the possible. 
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Why Can’t You Just Do Your Job? 

 

The CEO and founder of our Fortune 1000 company 

asked me how I became the number one salesper-

son in the nation for our division in my first year. 

Fear? Threats? Embarrassment? They cer-

tainly motivate. My sixth week into the job I knew I 

was about to be fired. But I wasn’t alone. All twelve 

of our branch’s salespeople were in peril of losing 

theirs. Our managers would likely be following us 

unceremoniously through the same exit door. Even 
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though I had started in mid-November, no sales-

person in our branch had been meeting quota since 

September. It was now the last week of December. 

After our last sales meeting for the year, Paul, 

our sales manager, cornered me and asked, “Why 

can’t you sell? Why can’t we sell?”  

I said, “Look, dumbass, if I knew, don’t you 

think I’d be doing it? Don’t 

you think you would?” 

Then I threw my hands up 

and walked away. Actually, 

I didn’t say “dumbass”. I 

liked Paul and I did want to 

keep my job. But I did think 

it. What a stupid question. 

I was wrong. (An ad-

mission women would love 

to hear men make, but never will.) Paul’s question 

was the right question at the right time. Why 

couldn’t I sell? Why couldn’t I do my job? 

Driving in to work the first week of January, a 

picture flashed through my mind. The instant I saw 
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it I knew it was the answer to Paul’s question. The 

answer turned my sales on a dime that very day. I 

would go on to become the number one salesper-

son in the nation my first year and for another two 

years.  

When asked the picture I saw, I told the CEO 

it was that of our last sales meeting in December. 

As I looked around the conference table, I saw 

every salesperson hanging their head. It was a pic-

ture of dejection. Shame. Hopelessness. That pic-

ture, those feelings, that was the answer. 

We didn’t believe! 

We didn’t believe in our products. We didn’t 

believe in the need for our products. We didn’t be-

lieve we could find the customers for our products. 

We didn’t believe there were enough customers for 

everyone to meet their quota. We didn’t believe in 

the prices for our products. We didn’t believe in the 

value of our products. We didn’t believe in our com-

pany. We didn’t believe in our management. We 

didn’t believe in ourselves. 
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These were the beliefs I had to confront. If 

they were true I’d have to quit my job, because why 

stay in a job you don’t believe in? 

Before arriving at the office twenty minutes 

later, I was able to work through and change every 

belief. I easily surpassed 

my January quota. 

At the first of Feb-

ruary my branch man-

ager asked if I would 

share what I learned 

with the other salespeo-

ple. I asked her to give 

me two more months to 

see if the answer proved 

to be true or if it was just 

an illusion. She agreed. 

The answer held.  

After sharing the idea of beliefs with the other 

salespeople in April, their sales turned just as 

quickly. Our branch became the number one 

branch in the nation every year.  
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As best as I could explain to my branch man-

ager people buy – or not – your beliefs first before 

considering your offer. Whether you’re a salesper-

son selling your goods; a manager, speaker, minis-

ter, or politician swaying others to your side of the 

argument; a witness giving testimony or the attor-

ney pleading her case; a doctor advising the patient 

of a necessary procedure; an actor manipulating 

the audiences’ emotions; or a parent persuading 

the kids to do the right thing, you’re selling your be-

liefs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

So how is it people can intuitively read you so 

easily? Former UCLA professor Albert Mehrabian 

says that 93% of your beliefs are transmitted by 
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your body language: 55% how you look when you 

say it and 38% how you sound when you say it. He 

said that your words account for only 7% of your 

message.  

Harvard psychologist and professor Dr. Nalini 

Ambady found that people are making accurate de-

cisions about whether they like you, trust you, and 

believe you in less than two seconds. And seventy-

one percent of their decision is based upon trust 

between the seller (teller) and the buyer (listener). 

During quarterback Russell Wilson’s rookie 

season with our Seattle Seahawks in 2012 they 

were playing the Chicago Bears in a divisional 

playoff game. Chicago was favored to win because 

the Seattle team was young and inexperienced.  

Before the game one of the TV announcers 

made this observation: “Seattle is a team that be-

lieves. And a team that believes is a lot more dan-

gerous than a team with talent.” Seattle won in a 

wild 23-17 barn-burner, overtime thriller. 
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Believers have commitment. They have pur-

pose. They’ll do whatever it takes. Their power and 

influence are fueled by their beliefs.  
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Side Gig As a Crash Test Dummy 

 

“I can’t want it for him,” said the Seattle Mariners 

manager. He was being interviewed about the re-

turning player who showed up for spring training 

forty pounds over target weight, who showed no 

desire to participate in offseason conditioning, and 

who was in jeopardy of losing his job. Which he did. 

The Archer poem has been pinned to my bul-

letin board since forever. It’s inspiring, maddening, 

and mystifying because I learn something new 

about myself every time I read it. Just when I think 

I have it all figured out, I don’t.  
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Before sharing my takeaways, give it another 

look. What’s your reading? It may be much differ-

ent than mine. But like those old Polaroid pictures 

that slowly reveal their images before your eyes, 
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see what new thoughts come to mind after each 

reading.  

The Archer (my title because I never saw one 

for it) is by Chinese philosopher Chuang Tzu in 4th 

century B.C. It shows that what was true two thou-

sand years ago is true today: your challenge is to 

overcome your own ego, your own thoughts and 

your own actions. Do the job because you love the 

process and how it changes you. Winning the brass 

buckle without changing who you are and what you 

do is a hollow victory. 

The story has two wants. The obvious want is 

the prize, the brass buckle. The destination. Other-

wise, why compete? But isn’t the brass buckle noth-

ing more than another shiny object that will too 

soon end up tarnished on the back shelf of your tro-

phy case as you seek another, even shinier object?  

The chase for the brass buckle is the second, 

the real want. The chase is the journey. It’s all about 

wanting to be the person it takes to win the brass 

buckle. The chase forces you to change. To become 

better at what you do. It changes relationships. It 
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challenges your faith and beliefs. It forces commit-

ment. It gives you courage. The chase becomes the 

teacher. 

When the game is over the stories you tell 

aren’t about the mettle of the brass buckle. The sto-

ries you share are what you had to go through to 

compete for it. It’s the “going through” that has 

made you who you are. It’s the going through that 

makes life fun and exciting. 

 

The Mariners baseball player reported for 

spring training with his eye on the brass buckle. Re-

claiming his job. But he failed to do what it takes to 

win back his job, even though he knew the price. He 
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failed to do what it takes to become the player who 

can play that position.  

You paid the price for the things you have 

now. Your spouse or partner. Your children. (If 

they’re teens now and you’re thinking the concep-

tion decision was based on too much passion at the 

time without thoroughly thinking things through, 

hang in there. It’ll get better.) Maybe it’s that five-

bedroom house. Luxury car? A European vacation? 

How about that job? Or starting that business you 

always dreamed about as a kid?   

Like many Texas teenage boys, when I was in 

high school and college I wanted to play football. I 

wanted to play so badly that I made a pact with my-

self that I would pay whatever price was de-

manded, suffer any injuries, and endure the swel-

tering summers’ heat. I wouldn’t even drink a drop 

of Gatorade during our hellish two-a-day August 

workouts. Not because I was tough. But because 

Gatorade hadn’t been concocted yet. Bummer! I’m 

sure that if we’d brought up the subject of electro-

lytes (did they even exist then?) to the coaches they 
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would have had us turn in our uniforms for football 

blasphemy.  

Our coaches were reluctant to even give us 

one water break during those one-hundred degree 

days. Why we didn’t collapse from heat strokes re-

mains a mystery. These were the same adults who 

preached that jumping into the swimming pool be-

fore thirty minutes after a meal would give us 

cramps and we’d drown. I think our coaches hated 

water.  

When my playing days 

were over the debit side of my 

football-playing ledger rec-

orded the following: six concus-

sions (the last my sophomore 

year in college that ended my 

career); two severely broken 

noses that had to be reset by 

plastic surgeons with one nos-

tril packed tight as a tick with 

four feet of gauze and smelling like a landfill after 

three days; five teeth kicked out; multiple stitches 
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in my head, face and arm; countless black eyes; and 

umpteen sprained ankles and fingers. My friends 

were alarmed and concerned that I had a side gig 

as a crash test dummy.  

The credit side of the ledger: camaraderie 

with teammates and classmates that last to this 

day, a college scholarship, and multiple awards that 

were really non-factors because I played for the 

love of the game. My ultimate reward was meeting 

my wife where I played college ball. Fifty-three 

years later we have two fantastic daughters (see, 

told you after their teen years things would get bet-

ter), two smart and caring sons-in-law and four 

awesome grandkids.  

Changing gears. Recall all the brass buckles 

you chased after or that lured you but you failed to 

capture. Wasn’t the price more than what you were 

willing to pay? Or was it that you didn’t want to be-

come the person it takes to have that buckle? 

For example, look at all the jobs you’ve had 

growing up that you quit rather than make a career. 

I helped do the original road construction on I-35 
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going through Fort Worth the summer before my 

sophomore year in college. Didn’t take more than 

one summer of laying and tying steel rebar to learn 

that pioneering Interstates wasn’t in my future. My 

last two years of college were spent building RV 

campers. A rewarding experience for learning 

skills I still use today.  

But I’d pass on that, too, when one week after 

my ´68 college graduation I received a touching, 

we-can’t-do-it-without-you congratulatory letter 

from Uncle Sam: “GREETINGS! You are being 

drafted. Under penalty of law, your failure to report 

blah, blah, blah.…” I learned on the first day of basic 

training what they could do with their salutes.  

Completing my military service, I decided to 

give law a shot. I enrolled at the University of Texas 

School of Law. Finishing my first year, I decided to 

drop out. Why? I didn’t want to do what it takes to 

be a lawyer. I didn’t love the process enough to 

commit to doing what it takes. That, and I’m really 

not that smart. (Witness crash test dummy his-

tory.) 
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And here’s where Chuang Tzu’s poem gives 

another lesson. The Archer helps you to determine 

your “want factor” before making life-changing de-

cisions. That is, what are 

you not willing to do to 

achieve your goal? If you’re 

offered a job across the 

country are you not willing 

to give up the friends and 

life you built in the area 

you’ve grown up in? If 

you’re thinking of marriage 

are you not willing to make 

the commitments and com-

promises the new life will 

demand? If you want chil-

dren are you not willing to 

give up sleeping through 

the night? Ever? Even when they’re grown and 

move away from home?  

To make important changes in your life you 

have to change who you are. What you think. What 
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you do. These are the prices. Once you accept this 

you’ll be surprised how much quicker and easier it 

is to make your decisions. 

The Archer. Strive to be a better person, love 

what you’re doing. Embrace change. 
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Promise Not to Laugh,  

Cross My Heart and Hope to Die 

 

“We knew we could do it. We just didn’t know how 

we would do it.” That was national fast-pitch soft-

ball player of the year Danielle Lawrie’s explana-

tion for how the University of Washington won 

their 2009 NCAA National Championship. She had 

faith they’d figure it out pitch by pitch. 

Faith has a simple requirement: act as if what 

you want to happen can happen. Not will happen, 

but can happen. 
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Faith is a feeling. It’s triggered by risk. It’s con-

fidence without proof. Faith is contagious. It infects 

others with hope. 

Faith is what you 

have when you 

don’t have the an-

swers for what 

you’re doing, how 

to do it, or where 

to start.  

Ask the terri-

fied first-time en-

trepreneur who 

mortgages his house to get the financing what it 

takes to bring his idea to market and he admits he’s 

flying by the seat of his pants. But he “just knows” 

he’ll figure it out. 

Ask the renowned heart surgeon if she knew 

how to do a heart transplant when she was a first-

year med student and she’ll laugh. But she knew 

her faith would keep her on the right path.  
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After their thousandth attempt tanked, ask 

the researchers if they know where they’ll turn to 

next to find the cure for the incurable. They’ll 

shrug. They’ll come up with something and try 

again.  

The entrepreneur, the surgeon and the re-

searchers persist because they keep acting as if the 

answers are there and they’ll find them. When 

they’re acting as if, they’re doing things that move 

them towards their goals. If you want to learn more 

about the power of “acting as if” check out Dor-

othea Brande’s Wake Up and Live. 

So what’s the difference between faith and be-

lief? Belief is something you know is possible be-

cause it’s been done before. You’ve turned in a sev-

enty-eight on the Pebble Beach eighteen and be-

lieve you can repeat it, or even better it by one or 

two strokes. Believable. 

Faith is the mother of belief; it’s the feeling 

you can do something that’s never been done be-

fore, or at least you’ve never done it before. You 

wouldn’t know a five-iron from a three-wood but 
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have faith you can par the course the first time out. 

That’s not faith. That’s hallucinating. Get real.  

Faith works in context. To do something out-

side of your competence is unrealistic. A sixty-year 

old man is not going to be-

come the next Tom Brady 

and win a handful of Super 

Bowl rings no matter how 

good he was in high 

school. An American-born 

woman will never be the 

Queen of England. No par-

ent will ever understand 

their kids. The world has 

many mountains so choose carefully the ones you 

want to climb and have faith you’ll find the path to 

the top. 

When you find a goal within your reach, how 

much faith do you need? Not much. The Bible says 

that faith the size of a mustard seed is enough. The 

amount of faith required is like turning the shower 

faucet just a teeny-tiny bit to make it hotter.  
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Because he was 

an accomplished run-

ner, Roger Bannister 

had faith he could 

break the four-minute 

mile. Once he did, hun-

dreds of runners fol-

lowed because they 

saw it could be done. 

What separated Ban-

nister from his com-

petitors is he acted as 

if the record could be 

broken. He acted as if 

he could find a way to do it. The world of runners 

before him acted as if it was impossible.  

Three new salespeople at our company asked 

how I was always able to surpass our monthly quo-

tas. I told them I’d tell them, but they had to trust 

me (i.e. have faith in me) that what I was telling 

them would work. No questions asked. They 
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agreed. The next month all three easily beat their 

quotas for the first time.  

They didn’t learn any new skills that month. 

There was no change in prices, products, or man-

agement. None of them landed any major accounts. 

Our competitors were still aggressively after the 

same prospects. But the salespeople acted as if 

what I told them would work. 

Taking me to lunch the next month, they 

asked why what I told them worked. I said I’d tell 

them, but they had to promise not to laugh. They 

promised, cross their heart.  

“I don’t have a clue,” I said. “I just know that 

when I do it, it works. Things just happen. I hon-

estly don’t know how or why it works.” 

They laughed. Liars! 

Faith is like the key to your car. It gets you 

started. There are many ways to get where you’re 

going, but if you never start you’ll never find them. 

You have the key. Use it. See where it takes you.  
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About Jerry 

 

3amKarma, n. It’s the time when the answer to a ques-

tion that’s been bugging you all day finally comes to 

you—and then won’t let you get back to sleep.    

 

Ugh! Really? Again? It seems I get my best ideas at 

three in the morning. Once I sneak a peek at the clock, I 

can’t stop thinking. I toss. And turn. Try to force sleep. 

Can’t. Double ugh! You know what I’m talking about. 

You’ve been there. But then again, maybe not. I have 

had my head run over by a truck. Plus, six concussions, 

two broken noses and five teeth kicked out playing 

Texas football. So I guess that explains a lot.  
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